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How does DNA melt in columnar aggregate relative to its melting in diluted solution? Is the melting temperature
increased or decreased with the aggregate density? Have DNA-DNA interactions, predominantly of
electrostatic nature, an effect on the character of the melting transition? In attempt to answer these questions,
we have incorporated the theory of electrostatic interactions between DNA duplexes into the simplest model
of DNA melting. The analysis shows that the effect of aggregate density is very different for aggregates built
of homologous (or identical) DNA fragments relative to the case of DNA with random base pair sequences.
The putative attraction between homologous DNA helices hampers their melting and increases the melting
temperature and can even dramatically change the character of the transition. In the aggregate of nonhomologous
DNAs, the pattern of electrostatic interactions is more complicated, and their effect could be opposite; in
some cases we may even expect electrostatically induced melting. These findings define new directions for
melting experiments in dense DNA assemblies.
I. Introduction
At ambient conditions, DNA adopts the double-helical B
form.1 With an increase of temperature, it starts to melt, as
hydrogen bonds between base pairs (bp’s) begin to rupture.
There are several ways to detect this;2 some of them use the
more pronounced adsorption of 260-nm UV light by bp’s on
unzipped DNA single strands.3,4 Major changes in DNA
structure occur close to the melting temperature, Tm0, which
typically lies between 40 and 100 °C, depending in particular
on the bp content and salt conditions. The process of melting
is not abrupt but is reminiscent of a glass transition; Tm0 is
defined as the temperature at which half of all bp’s are melted.
A partially melted long DNA is a disordered sequence of
alternating melted and intact/helical domains.
Usually, DNA melting is studied in dilute solutions, where
various factors affect DNA stability. The melting temperature
shifts downward with the decrease in salt concentration, n0,5 or
the decrease in DNA GC content. The melting can be facilitated
by DNA stretching,6 twisting,7 of unzipping8 and by the presence
of divalent transition metal cations in solution.9-11
Several theories have been developed for the description of
melting or the helix-coil transitions of biopolymers,12,13 DNA
in particular.14-16 The impact of many biologically relevant
factors has been elucidated, including the effect of electrostatic
repulsion between the strands of the same DNA.13,17 Below,
we discuss the effect of interactions between DNAs on DNA
melting in assemblies. To our knowledge, this question has not
been theoretically studied before in detail, although a phenom-
enological account for intermolecular coupling has been pro-
posed.18 This paper presents a preliminary, simplified, and in
parts speculative analysis intended to provoke new experiments.
II. Electrostatic Zipper
The B-DNA duplex is a highly charged molecule; its 10 bp
per helical turn deliver 20 charges on the phosphate groups. A
large portion of these charges is compensated for by adsorbed/
condensed counterions. (Many of them prefer to reside in the
grooves.) This basically determines the helical motif of the
distribution of negative and positive charges along DNA.
Together with the Debye screening in the electrolyte, these
motifs cause nearly exponential decay of DNA-DNA electro-
static interactions with interaxial separation R between the
duplexes, in accordance with experimental observations.19,20
In ref 21, the interaction energy between two parallel DNA
duplexes has been calculated as an exact solution of the linear
Poisson-Boltzmann equation. The helicity of the distribution
of DNA phosphates and of adsorbed cations was considered
explicitly. This theory has rationalized a number of phenomena
related to DNA-DNA interaction.22-24 It predicts, in particular,
that a zipperlike attraction between juxtaposed DNAs should
take place, caused by an attraction of the phosphates of strands
of one DNA with cations adsorbed in the grooves of another
DNA.25 Binding of cations in the DNA major groove enhances
this attraction.25
In the first variant of this theory, DNAs were considered as
ideal double helices. However, DNA is not a perfect “spiral
staircase”. The twist angles between particular bp’s vary about
the mean value of 34° by, on average, (4-6°. (The actual
deviation depends on the bp sequence.) These twist-angle
distortions have been taken into account in the extension of the
theory.26 They have no effect on the interaction of two identical
DNAs, because the patterns of their twist-angle “distortions”
are the same. However, if the opposing DNA “texts” are
different, as in the case of nonhomologous sequences, then the
effect of helix nonideality becomes dramatic for sufficiently long
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sequences.26 Indeed, if the helices were torsionally rigid, then
this helical nonideality would have accumulated as a random
walk, inevitably disrupting the zipperlike strand-to-groove
alignment over the helical coherence length ìc ) h/〈¢¿2〉. For
helical rise h  3.4 Å and typical mean deviation from the
average twist angle x〈¢¿2〉  0.07-0.1 rad,27-29 ìc  300-
700 Å. This disruption effect, nonlinearly depending on the
DNA sequence length, would impede or disable the electrostatic
zipper.26
However, only short fragments of DNA could be considered
torsionally rigid. For this reason, DNA helical nonideality and
DNA torsional elasticity have been considered together.30-32
For realistic values of x〈¢¿2〉27 and of B-DNA elastic twist
modulus, C,33-35 this theory has shown an attraction between
the duplexes with unrelated sequences, although diminished as
compared to the homologous ones.25 DNA duplexes are soft
enough to relax the twist-angle mismatch by twisting the
backbones, thereby adjusting the charge patterns and restoring
helical “ideality” that brings intermolecular attraction. In dense
assemblies, the electrostatic interaction can make DNAs look
almost ideally helical, that agrees with what has been experi-
mentally observed.30,36-38
Our task is now to incorporate these intermolecular interac-
tions in DNA melting theory.
III. Model and Basic Equations
DNA-DNA Interaction in Aggregates. DNA molecules
form columnar phases when squeezed by osmotic stress down
to interaxial separations of about 30 Å.20,39,40 We consider such
dense hexagonal aggregates, neglecting for simplicity possible
DNA azimuthal frustrations and off-hexagonal arrange-
ments,21,41-44 and count only nearest-neighbor DNA-DNA
interactions.24,30 We adapt the cylindrical cell model and account
for the Donnan equilibrium.30,44,45 The value of the renormalized
reciprocal screening length in solution between DNAs is then
  D{1 + (1 - ı)2/[ðhn0(Rs2 - r2)]2}1/4. Here, D )
x8ðlBn0, lB is the Bjerrum length,   80 is the dielectric
constant of water,46-51 Rs ) Rxx3/(2ð) is the cell radius, r is
the DNA radius, and ı is the total fraction of DNA charge
neutralization by adsorbed cations. For small ı values, the
Donnan effect results in a substantial accumulation of cations
inside DNA aggregates, but at realistic ı  0.8, the difference
between  and D is not remarkable for not too dense assemblies.
The interaction energy of two duplexes of the length l in
parallel juxtaposition has a different form, depending whether
they are homologous, nonhomologous rigid or soft21,30,52
the interaction energy of homologous helices grows linearly with
the sequence length, whereas the Eint of nonhomologous rigid
and soft helices are nonlinear functions of l; see Figure 2. We
show below that this nonlinearity changes dramatically the
picture of DNA melting in assemblies.
The expressions for the interaction harmonics a0,1(R), which
decay nearly exponentially with R, Figure 1, are given in
Appendix A. The torsional length, ìt ) xC/(2a1),30 character-
izes the strength of DNA-DNA interactions relative to the DNA
torsional elasticity modulus C.53 We call the helices soft if ìt/
ìc j 1 and rigid if ìt . ìc. The torsional length decreases upon
binding of cations in the DNA major groove (this increases a1),
which makes DNA torsional alignments easier and thereby
promotes DNA-DNA attraction. The torsional length also
decreases with compression of the aggregate, and in very dense
assemblies, soft helices appear to be “straightened” by electro-
static interactions and behave almost like ideal duplexes (Figures
3 and 5c in ref 30). For simplicity, we assume a temperature-
independent DNA elastic twist modulus; this assumption likely
fails near Tm0, but one can account for C(T) dependence in a
more detailed theory.
Melting of a Single DNA. We adopt the simplest, mean-
field, two-state, one-dimensional Ising model of DNA melt-
ing.4,12 The model accounts for the difference in the free energies
of bp’s in helical (Fh) and melted (Fm) states; Fm - Fh ) U -
T¢S, where U is the heat of bp melting and ¢S is the entropy
difference between helical and melted states. (¢S > 0 because
melted bp’s have more degrees of freedom.) At T ) Tm0 )
U/¢S, the numbers of melted (Nm) and helical (Nh) bp’s are
equal, and s ) exp[(Fm - Fh)/(kBT)] ) 1. With an increase in
temperature, the degree of DNA helicity, Nh/(Nm + Nh),
decreases (Nm + Nh ) N, total number of bp). Taking U )
13kBTroom and ¢S ) 12kB4 gives Tm0 ) 50 °C. This model also
Eint
hom(l)  (a0 - a1)l (1a)
Eint
rig(l)  a0l - 2a1ìc[1 - e-l/(2ìc)] (1b)
Eint
soft(l)  a0l - la1[1 - ìt/(2ìc)] - a1ìt2[1 - e-l/ìt]/(2ìc)
(1c)
Figure 1. Strength of DNA-DNA interaction. Zeroth (a0), first (a1),
and second (a2) helical harmonics of electrostatic interactions between
two parallel ideal B-DNAs (solid curves) in solution and in hexagonal
aggregate with Donnan effect taken into account (dotted curves), plotted
at f ) 0.3, ı ) 0.8, r ) 9 Å, and D-1 ) 7 Å; see Appendix for
notations.
Figure 2. Effect of DNA homology on DNA-DNA electrostatic
interactions. The interaction energy of two homologous DNA (thin solid,
eq 1a), two nonhomologous rigid helices (dotted, eq 1b), and two
nonhomologous soft B-DNA helices (bold solid, eq 1c) at R ) 30 Å
and ìc ) 300 Å (a1  0.0146 kBTroom/Å, a0  a1/2). Other parameters
are the same as in Figure 1. The interaction energy of long rigid
fragments approaches a0l - 2a1ìc.
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invokes a cooperativity factor ó ) exp[-Fs/(kBT)], where Fs is
the so-called “stacking energy” required to create a melted
region between two intact regions. Smaller ó values (larger Fs)
correspond to a more cooperative melting (for B-DNA ó =
10-4-10-5 16). No difference in the binding of cations or other
condensing agents to helical/melted regions is considered here,
but this can be included in the model.4 Far below Tm0, the melted
fragments are short, and we neglect below various effects of
these domains on DNA melting in the aggregate (Discussion).
Melting of DNAs in Hexagonal Aggregates. Various effects
may influence DNA melting in aggregates. We assume elec-
trostatic contributions to be dominant in not too dense ag-
gregates, and we try to estimate the shift of Tm0 and the
frequency of rupture of double-helical DNA structure separately
for aggregates of homologous (those with identical or nearly
identical sequences) and nonhomologous (those with completely
unrelated sequences) duplexes.
Homologous DNAs. As discussed above, at a high degree of
charge neutralization and predominant adsorption of counterions
into the major groove, homologous DNA duplexes can attract
each other (then a1 > a0; see Figures 1 and 2). This attraction
stabilizes the helical fragments on interacting DNAs and
increases the melting temperature. We assume random distribu-
tion of helical domains separated by melted sections along the
molecules.
The free energy can then be written as the sum of the
interaction energy of the helical fragments, the energy of the
helix/coil boundaries, the free energy of all DNA base pairs,
and the free energy of mixing of helical and melted domains
Minimizing F with respect to n (the number of helix/coil
boundaries) and Nh at constant N, we arrive at two coupled
equations
The exponential factor in eq 4 is the only new element added
to the theory of melting of single DNA. The attraction between
the helical domains within this model can result in a Frumkin-
like54 Z-shaped “melting isotherm”, with the possibility of a
first-order phase transition for large enough attraction strength.
The critical strength for this transition to occur for a pair of
DNAs is approximately -0.05kBTroom/bp (at Fs  6 kcal/mol).
This is a realistic value in a sufficiently dense DNA assembly;
cf. the value of interaction coefficients in Figure 1. Above this
critical strength, i.e., for dense enough aggregates, with the
increase of temperature one can expect an abrupt change of the
DNA helicity, N2/N (Figure 3). This abrupt transition between
the stable branches of the melting curve occurs at the temper-
ature marked in Figure 3 by dots, which were obtained using a
Maxwell-like equal-area relation in variables S ) -@F/@T and
T. For the parameters chosen in this figure, the transition appears
for the aggregates with R e 30 Å.
Nonhomologous DNAs. For torsionally rigid duplexes, the
position of melted and intact fragments on neighboring DNAs
may become correlated in the longitudinal direction to allow
DNAs to decrease their interaction energy (“in phase” melting).
The degree of correlations is expected to be more pronounced
at low T, when the mixing entropy of melted and helical
fragments is small compared to the interaction energy. The
detailed analysis of melting of nonhomologous rigid and soft
helices will be presented elsewhere; below we draw the first
qualitative predictions.
IV. Results
Homologous/Ideal Helices. We expect that in the aggregate
of homologous DNA duplexes the native state is stabilized by
intermolecular attraction; the strength of it per bp can be
estimated as 3h(a0 - a1) < 0. This attraction lowers the bp
free energy in the helical state, Fhf Fh + 3h(a0 - a1) (eq 4),
and thus Tm0 rises by about 3h(a0 - a1)/¢S. Correspondingly,
this correction grows (nearly exponentially) with compression
of the aggregate, until such R where a0(R) - a1(R) is minimal.
We call this effect electrostatically induced DNA stiffening.
Naturally, the shift of Tm0 depends on the parameters used for
DNA-DNA interactions and on the aggregate density; it is up
to about 8 °C for the parameters of Figure 155 and about 3 times
less for a DNA pair “locked in attraction”. The average length
of DNA helical fragments in the aggregate, lh ) hNh/n, increases
as compared to that of free DNA; in the limit of 3hja0 - a1j/
(kBT) , 1, the ratio of these two lengths is 1 + 3shja0 -
a1j(kBT)-1[(1 - s)2 + 4só]-1/2, as one can obtain from eqs 3
and 4. Electrostatic DNA-DNA attractive interactions thus
prevent melting of homologous helices in assemblies.56
Rigid Nonhomologous Helices. Consider the limit of low T
with vanishing densities of single-stranded sections, n/N, and
infinitely large values of lh/ìc. The interaction energy depends
nonlinearly on the sequence length, eq 1b; for long rigid helical
fragments, each single-stranded break can lower the energy by
about 2a1ìc, allowing a better azimuthal adjustment of the
DNAs. This energy effectively reduces the energy required for
the DNA “breaking”, Fs, making the appearance of melted
fragments less costly. The melting transition thus becomes less
cooperative. Thus, the density of melted sections on DNA in
F ) 3
Nh
2
N h(a0 - a1) + nFs + (N - Nh)Fm + NhFh +
kBT{n ln nN - Nh + (N - Nh - n) ln N - Nh - nN - Nh +
n ln nNh
+ (Nh - n) ln
Nh - n
Nh } (2)
(N - Nhn - 1)(Nhn - 1) ) 1ó (3)
1 - n/Nh
1 - n/(N - Nh)
) s exp{- NhN 6h(a0 - a1)kBT } (4)
Figure 3. Melting curves for homologous DNAs in hexagonal
aggregate, as predicted by eqs 3 and 4, at helix-to-helix separations of
40, 30, 25, and 23 Å, correspondingly (for the curves from left to right).
The unstable branches are the dotted curves. The dots indicate the
melting temperature for each curve; for Z-shaped curves an abrupt
transition between the stable brunches occurs at this T. The parameters
are the same as in Figure 1.
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the aggregate compared to that on DNA in solution increases
by a factor of exp[3  2a1ìc/(kBT)]; lh thus diminishes exp[6a1ìc/
(kBT)] times. This effect can be large and grows fast with
compression of the aggregate. The DNA-DNA electrostatic
interactions thus induce rupture of rigid nonhomologous DNA
duplexes. Even far below Tm0, we expect short locally dena-
turated fragments to appear on interacting rigid DNAs with
unrelated sequences. These single-stranded “intermissions”
between helical fragments prevent accumulation of twist
mismatches and thus allow DNAs to decrease their interaction
energy.57
This electrostatically induced DNA melting introduces a new
mechanism of relaxation of the twist mismatches. The melted
fragments here play the same role as the azimuthal kink solitons
predicted for long interacting nonhomologous duplexes of a
finite rigidity.31 We do not consider them here, as when moving
closer to Tm0 the impetus for appearance of these solitons
disappears.
Soft Nonhomologous Helices. The twist mismatches on
juxtaposed DNAs are relaxed via the torsional adjustment/
deformation of the duplexes. Very soft duplexes will always
attract each other at optimal azimuthal alignment; for this case,
the melting temperature increase is about 3hja0 - a1[1 -
ìt/(2ìc)]j/¢S, analogous to the homologous helices. (The latter
case retrieved by setting ìc ) 0.)58
The case of intermediate DNA twist rigidity must be
considered in a full analysis, as torsional straightening transi-
tions30,32 and melting will compete with each other.
V. Discussion
Our main expectations are that (1) the melting temperature
of attracting ideal/homologous DNA duplexes should increase
with compression of the aggregate and (2) the electrostatic
interaction should induce breaking/melting of DNA double-
helical structure on rigid nonhomologous helices.
Limitations of the Model. There are several factors neglected
in our model, which may influence the melting behavior. Some
of them are related to (i) the chosen simplistic theory of polymer
melting; others come from (ii) the neglected modes of interaction
between melted sections or from (iii) the peculiarities of DNA
duplex-duplex interaction at finite temperatures and the
behavior intermediate between being absolutely rigid or abso-
lutely soft. Let us discuss them in some detail.
(i) One may use a more sophisticated theory of melting of a
single DNA, accounting for bp heterogeneity and DNA double-
strandedness15 as well as for the formation of loops/bubbles in
melted regions.15,59,60 Note also that the Tm0 of short (several
hundreds of bp’s) DNAs decreases as compared to that of long
helices;13,61 short DNAs are easier to unwind from the ends,62
and they obey a different theory of melting.13
(ii) When the lengths of the melted fragments become
substantial (close to and above the melting transition), one can
argue that in dense aggregates DNA single strands may undulate.
Being confined by neighboring DNAs, this can cause the well-
known entropic repulsion.63-67 Also, a release of bound/
condensed counterions upon melting can produce a stronger
electrostatic repulsion of DNA phosphates within the melted
domains68 and disfavor the appearance of melted fragments.
These effects can make melted domains unfavorable. This may,
in principle, only strengthen conclusion 1, but it may weaken
conclusion 2. However, the difference in melting behavior of
homologous and nonhomologous DNAs is likely to be unaf-
fected by these undulations.69
Also, due to a confinement of neighboring DNAs, the melted
domains in the aggregates have less freedom than in solution.
This results in a smaller value of ¢S and can lead to an increase
of Tm0 in assemblies. However, the (entropically favorable)
release of the bound water molecules from the melted sections
can facilitate the DNA melting (as well as a possible pairing of
melted fragments, which is more pronounced in assemblies).9,70
All in all, the net effect of the melted pieces on DNA melting
in assemblies is not completely clear, and it is not excluded
that it may interfere with the predicted effects. However, again,
we see no reason this effect should be different for homologous
and nonhomologous pairs, and this variance will likely be
determined by the effects in the focus of this paper.
(iii) Recently, the electrostatic interaction of DNA duplexes
at finite T was considered.32 It was shown that the temperature-
induced twist disorder has a similar effect on the interaction
energy as the disorder due to DNA nonhomology. This does
not affect our qualitative predictions, although results in a
weaker attraction between DNA duplexes.
Possible Experiments. Some differences in the melting of
1000-bp-long DNAs in solution and in a liquid-crystalline
cholesteric state have been already reported.71 It was shown that
the melting temperature increases jumpwise by a couple of
degrees Celsius with increasing sample density. Thus, intermo-
lecular interactions in the studied assemblies prevent DNA
melting. We expect even stronger effects of DNA-DNA
interactions on melting in denser, columnar assemblies.
The main new target could be the comparison of the average
length of helical fragments and the shift of the melting
temperature, for the aggregates of homologous and nonhomolo-
gous DNA helices.72 Exciting will be to check the effect of the
aggregate density, particularly for nonhomologous DNAs. Note
that in the region of DNA-DNA separations, where the
attraction manifests itself, it is problematic to perform osmotic
stress measurements because of an abrupt shrinkage of the DNA
assembly. So, a certain range of aggregate densities will not be
experimentally accessible.
In experiments, one should ensure that other conditions
affecting DNA stability (such as GC content, pattern of adsorbed
cations, DNA length, etc.) are kept the same for all of the
samples that are going to be compared. More torsionally rigid
or softer helices can be considered. Also, the effect of different
cations can be monitored in the melting experiments. For
example, in the presence of some multivalent cations, which
are known to bind into the major DNA groove and induce
DNA-DNA attraction, the melting temperature should increase,
whereas in solutions of Ca2+ or Mg2+, which have higher
affinities to the DNA phosphates and thus do not cause DNA
condensation, we do not expect to see this. Particularly
interesting will be to study the transition in aggregates of
homologous sequences with strong DNA condensing counter-
ions, such as spermine or spermidine, and detect the abrupt
melting above certain critical densities of aggregates.
The results, if they agree with theoretical predictions, will
give important new information about DNA-DNA interactions
and DNA thermal stability in dense aggregates. If not, they will
give a hint toward the development of a more involved theory
taking into account some of the listed factors ignored in this
preliminary consideration.
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Appendix A
The expressions for electrostatic interaction coefficients as
functions of DNA-DNA interaxial separation, R, are21,25
The first term in a0 is the interaction of the uniformly charged
rods,73 whereas the sum of first two (p ) 1, 2) “helical”
harmonics describes the image-charge repulsion. The term a1(R)
is the first helical harmonic of direct charge-charge interactions.
Here, f÷(p,ı) ) fı + (-1)pı(1 - f) - cos(p÷ s); Ip, Kp, I ′p, and
K ′p are, respectively, the modified Bessel functions and their
derivatives; r ) (9 Å) is the DNA radius; D-1 is the Debye
screening length in the bulk solution;  ) 80 is the solvent
dielectric constant; p ) x2+p2(2ð/H)2 is the effective
reciprocal screening length of the pth DNA-DNA interaction
harmonics; H is the average DNA pitch; ój ) 16.8 íC/cm2 is
the mean surface charge density of DNA phosphates; ÷ s (0.4ð
for B-DNA) is the azimuthal half-width of the B-DNA minor
groove; ı is the fraction of DNA charge compensated for by
adsorbed cations; f and (1 - f) are the fractions of adsorbed
cations in minor and major DNA groove, respectively. (There
are no adsorbed cations on the phosphate strands.)
The phosphate strands and the cations adsorbed in the grooves
are considered here as infinitely thin charged spirals. One can
also account for a more realistic, thermally smeared, charge
distribution that would slightly weaken the electrostatic interac-
tions of helices.30 We assume that the adsorption of cations on
DNA is irreversible; no changes in adsorption occur with
temperature (f and ı are temperature-independent; for adjustable
patterns of adsorbed cations on DNAs, see ref 24). We consider
not too dense aggregates, R > 25 Å, where the effects of DNA
azimuthal frustrations30,43,44 may be neglected. (We set a2 )
0.) We use the value of the macroscopic dielectric constant in
solution between DNAs,  ) 80; see ref 46.
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